Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 26 October 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm

Scratchings: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 3 EL DONBERTO (26/10)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 4 NAUGHTY GUNN (26/10)
Transferred: LOVED UP MOMENT (26/10)

Fines:
R33 - Mr D Hobby - $150.00

Samples taken: Race 3 GOBLIN MONELLI, Race 4 ALICANTE BOUCHET, Race 5 JERKY BOY, Race 8 SCOTT KEEPING.

Stewards' Advice:
The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening CROWN VINNIE (Race 12) and MONROVIA (Race 12).

On the 28th October 2019, Owner Mr G Nelson advised Stewards that NOMADIC had pulled up with a fractured right fore metacarpal, following the running of race 11 at Greyhounds WA Cannington on the 26th October.

Race 1 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:08 PM
(520M): CANYA OSCAR began quickly. BAHRAIN TRAIN & RIPPIN' CROW began slowly. ROLO MONELLI & RIPPIN’ CROW collided soon after the start. WHO'S GOT SPICE & CANYA OSCAR collided soon after the start. MERCEDES MONELLI & RIPPIN’ MANU collided approaching the first turn. BAHRAIN TRAIN checked off the heels of RIPPIN’ CROW approaching the first turn. WHO'S GOT SPICE checked off the heels of MERCEDES MONELLI approaching the first turn. RIPPIN’ MANU & ROLO MONELLI collided on the second turn. RIPPIN’ MANU checked off the heels of ROLO MONELLI on the second turn. BAHRAIN TRAIN & RIPPIN’ CROW collided approaching the third & on the third turn. WHO'S GOT SPICE & MERCEDES MONELLI collided on the third turn. ROLO MONELLI checked off the heels of CANYA OSCAR on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 7:30 PM
(380M): TOXIC FUMES & WHERE'S BENJI began quickly. FIERCE TORQUE checked off the heels of LITTLE KICKS, shifted out and collided with BARR TUX on the first turn. LITTLE KICKS checked off the heels of SALLY KEEPING & collided with BARR TUX on the first turn, BARR TUX lost ground. FIERCE TORQUE checked off the heels of BARR TUX in the back straight. FEAR THE MAX checked off the heels of TOXIC FUMES in the back straight and second turn. BARR TUX checked off the heels of FIERCE TORQUE on the second turn. FEAR THE MAX checked off the heels of CHEYENNE GUNDI in the home straight.

Race 3 - Grade 5 (mid Dist)/Provincial/600 - Grade 5 (mid Dist) - 7:50 PM
(600M): IF YOU LIKE & PAGAN DANCER began slowly. LULLY SINGH, ZAMAZAN & FANTASTIC GHOST collided on the first turn. ZAMAZAN & GOBLIN MONELLI collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC GHOST checked off the heels of GOBLIN MONELLI on the first turn. IF YOU LIKE checked off the heels of LULLY SINGH on the first turn. FANTASTIC GHOST & PAGAN DANCER collided on the second turn. IF YOU LIKE & LULLY SINGH collided on the second turn. LULLY SINGH checked off the heels of IF YOU LIKE on the third turn. WEST ON NESSY checked off the heels of PAGAN DANCER on the third turn. IF YOU LIKE raced wide on the third turn. PAGAN DANCER checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST in the back straight. IF YOU LIKE & ZAMAZAN collided approaching the home turn. WEST ON NESSY & ZAMAZAN collided on the home turn. IF YOU LIKE checked off the heels of WEST ON NESSY in the home straight.

Race 4 - All Stars Sprint (G2) (Final)/City/520 - Open - 8:07 PM
Race 5 - Grade 5 Series (Heat)/City/520 (1) - Grade 5 - 8:30 PM
Ollie Machine & Quara's Zade began quickly. Wasabi Bob, Hastie Guess & West On Poppy began slowly. Ima Logger & Quara's Zade collided soon after the start. Wasabi Bob & Hastie Guess collided soon after the start. Quara's Zade & Jerky Boy collided soon after the start & approaching the first turn. Ollie Machine & Ima Logger collided approaching the first turn. Ima Logger, Wasabi Bob & West On Poppy collided on the first turn. West On Poppy checked off the heels of Wasabi Bob on the first turn, both lost ground.

Race 6 - Grade 5 Series (Heat)/City/520 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:46 PM
Danica Keeping began quickly. Rashford began slowly. Rashford checked off the heels of West On Lily soon after the start. Empty Chamber & West On Lily collided soon after the start. Sunnyside Up & Westdale Prince collided approaching the first turn. West On Lily checked off the heels of Neon on the first turn. Empty Chamber checked off the heels of West On Lily & collided with Rashford on the first turn. Sunnyside Up & Westdale Prince collided on the first turn. Rashford shifted out and raced very wide on the first & second turn. West On Lily checked off the heels of Westdale Prince on the second turn. Neon checked off the heels of Sunnyside Up in the back straight. Westdale Prince & West On Lily collided on the home turn.

Race 7 - Grade 5 Series (Heat)/City/520 (3) - Grade 5 - 9:01 PM
Pure Bling, Naughty Gunn & Confinement began quickly. Venus And Mars & Willie Gundi collided soon after the start. Back On Lava checked off the heels of Confinement soon after the start. Venus And Mars & Confinement collided approaching the first turn. Pure Bling & Venus And Mars collided heavily on the first turn, Venus And Mars lost ground & collided with Back On Lava. Willie Gundi & Confinement collided on the first turn. Willie Gundi checked off the heels of Confinement & collided with Venus And Mars & Back On Lava on the first turn. Venus And Mars & Back On Lava collided on the second turn, both lost ground. Venus And Mars & Back On Lava collided on the third turn. Kiss Me Linda checked off the heels of Pure Bling in the home straight.

Race 8 - Free For All/City/600 - Free For All - 9:26 PM
Mossimo Bale began quickly. Twice As Wicked, Verne Allen, Gran Amor & Mossimo Bale collided approaching the first turn. Scott Keeping & Hello I'm Steeleo collided on the first turn. Twice As Wicked & Verne Allen collided on the first turn & approaching the second turn. Twice As Wicked checked off the heels of Verne Allen approaching the second turn, Twice As Wicked lost ground. Gran Amor & Mossimo Bale collided on the third turn. Mossimo Bale checked off the heels of Gran Amor on the fourth turn, Mossimo Bale lost ground.

Race 9 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:41 PM
Peyton Place, Quara's Xavier & Abimbola began quickly. Runaway Love began slowly. Roger's Dreamin' & Savannah Ash collided soon after the start. Peyton Place, Quara's Xavier, Abimbola, High Heaven, Magic Brandi & Roger's Dreamin' collided on the first turn, Quara's Xavier, Abimbola, High Heaven & Magic Brandi lost ground. Abimbola, High Heaven, Magic Brandi, Runaway Love & Savannah Ash collided on the first turn, all lost ground. Quara's Xavier checked off the heels of Peyton Place on the second turn. Peyton Place & Quara's Xavier collided on the home turn. Abimbola & Magic Brandi collided on the home turn.

Race 10 - Maiden/Provincial/380 - Maiden - 10:01 PM
BE THE BOSS & MOMENT TO TWELVE began quickly. COMPENSATION began slowly. KICK NOW checked off the heels of MOMENT TO TWELVE on the first turn. WIN BOOST KING galloped on the heels of BOORA GOLD on the first turn, both lost ground. WIN BOOST KING & KICK NOW collided on the first turn. WIN BOOST KING checked off the heels of BOORA GOLD on the first turn. BE THE BOSS & COMPENSATION collided on the second turn.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 (1) - Grade 5 - 10:16 PM
SWEET TREAT & NOMADIC began quickly. DURAMAX & FERNANDO STEALTH began slowly. HANK GUNDI, DURAMAX, KONNCHIWA, LILLY TUX, NOMADIC & PUMPED UP MOMENT collided on the first turn, PUMPED UP MOMENT fell & NOMADIC lost ground. FERNANDO STEALTH checked off the heels of KONNCHIWA on the first turn.

PUMPED UP MOMENT was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 12 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 (2) - Grade 5 - 10:31 PM
MISS MINI MION & FLASHTASTIC began quickly. CROWN VINNIE & MONROVIA began slowly. CROWN VINNIE checked off the heels of PROPER CHARLIE soon after the start. MONROVIA, PERFECT EMPIRE & RAGLAN DIVA collided on the first turn. MAX QUIDS checked off the heels of MISS MINI MION & collided with MONROVIA on the first turn, MAX QUIDS & MONROVIA lost ground. PROPER CHARLIE checked off the heels of MISS MINI MION & collided with PERFECT EMPIRE on the first turn, PROPER CHARLIE stumbled and lost ground. MAX QUIDS & MONROVIA collided in the back straight. MISS MINI MION & RAGLAN DIVA collided on the second turn. FLASHTASTIC & RAGLAN DIVA collided on the second turn. PERFECT EMPIRE checked off the heels of RAGLAN DIVA approaching the home turn. MISS MINI MION & RAGLAN DIVA collided on the home turn. MISS MINI MION & PERFECT EMPIRE collided on the home turn.

PROPER CHARLIE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

This is a provisional report and is subject to change.